Clinton Anderson and Behlen Country have teamed up to bring you training solutions designed by the RFD-TV’s top equine clinician and built by the industry leader in animal handling equipment. Putting safety and performance first is the goal for these two development partners, and the results speak for themselves.

- Signature Series Round Pen was built to Clinton’s personal specifications
- Smooth, one piece, round 2 ¼” diameter solid brace runs from top to bottom with the horizontal tubes running through for a secure fit welded with 360 degree coverage
- 5 strong rails built for rugged use
- When used in a round pen, these panels maximize safety:
  - 18” extra room between bottom rail and ground for leg clearance
  - 18” of safe clearance for horses with straight leg panel design
  - Square corners and tight pin connectors reduce space to 1” between panels
- Long-lasting UV resistant premium powder coat finish
- Extended wear and tear with 2” 14 gauge heavy duty construction
- Extra heavy duty arch with withstand the most abusive situations with 2” pipe frame construction
- Tight gate clearance for a safest horse environment
- Single piston plated latch for extended wear come complete with a built in, smooth striker plate for easy one handed functioning
- Arch is accented with the signature Roo logo and endorsed by Clinton Anderson
- Arch and panel are finished with the unique Penny Vein powder coat
**How to calculate your round pen:**

1.) To find the number of panels needed, multiply the desired diameter (straight line passing through the center of the circle) by 3.14. This will determine the circumference (the distance around the circle).

2.) Divide the circumference by the length of panels being used. This will equal the number of panels needed.

| DIAMETER OF HOLDING AREA (FEET) | 20' | 25' | 30' | 35' | 40' | 45' | 50' | 55' | 60' | 65' | 70' | 75' | 80' | 85' | 90' | 95' | 100' |
|---------------------------------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| 10' PANEL                       | 6   | 8   | 9   | 11  | 13  | 14  | 16  | 17  | 19  | 20  | 22  | 24  | 25  | 27  | 28  | 30  | 31  |
| 12' PANEL                       | 5   | 7   | 8   | 9   | 10  | 12  | 13  | 14  | 15  | 17  | 18  | 20  | 21  | 22  | 24  | 25  | 26  |

**NOTE:** SIZES ARE APPROXIMATE. QUANTITIES ABOVE INCLUDE ENTRANCE PANEL OF SAME LENGTH AS CORRAL PANEL. PEN DIAMETERS WILL VARY DEPENDING ON SIZE OF ENTRANCE PANEL OR ARCH GATE.

“Behlen’s products are made to last and their dedication to quality makes them a great fit with Downunder Horsemanship,” Clinton says. “I’m excited that they’ve joined my company as a sponsor and look forward to our new relationship.”

Behlen Country is a farm and ranch equipment manufacturer of top of the line products including panels, gates and stalls. The company’s products are being used to construct the new clinic facility at the Downunder Horsemanship Ranch.

Clinton Anderson Signature products can only be ordered through Downunder Horsemanship at 1-888-AUSSIE (287-7432) or www.downunderhorsemanship.com.